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Abstract
Today, the ICT industry has a massive carbon footprint

(a few percent of the worldwide emissions) and one of the
fastest growth rates. The Internet accounts for a large part of
that footprint while being also energy inefficient; i.e., the total
energy cost per byte transmitted is very high. Thankfully,
there are many ways to improve on the current status; we
discuss two relatively unexplored directions in this paper.

Putting network devices to “sleep,” i.e., turning them off, is
known to be an efficient vector to save energy; we argue that
harvesting this potential requires new routing protocols, better
suited to devices switching on/off often, and revising the cor-
responding hardware/software co-design. Moreover, we can
reduce the embodied carbon footprint by using networking
hardware longer, and we argue that this could even be benefi-
cial for reliability! We sketch our first ideas in these directions
and outline practical challenges that we (as a community)
need to address to make the Internet more sustainable.

1 Introduction

The growth of the Information and Communication Technol-
ogy (ICT) industry is staggering in terms of revenue, societal
importance—and carbon emissions. ICT was estimated to ac-
count for 2% of worldwide CO2 emissions in 2007 and 4% in
2021 [31]. Hypergiants plan to open around one hundred hy-
perscale datacenters1 per year over the next three years [37]—
that is, one every three days on average. As the demand will
continue to grow, reducing the ICT carbon footprint requires
addressing the energy (in)efficiencies of today’s networks.

The Internet has become a vital component of our societies:
ubiquitous, reliable, but energy inefficient [27]. Making the
Internet more sustainable must be a prime goal for the coming
decade. While history shows that the Internet does not change
as long as “it works” [28], we argue that continuing to waste
so much energy (and even more, given the expected growth)

1Unformally defined as exceeding 5k servers and 1k square meters [2].

is unacceptable; the Internet has to change. Not pushing
for research in that direction feels like a criminal omission.

No single tweak can magically reduce the Internet’s carbon
footprint. We identify two classes of objectives:

1. Use more sustainable energy to power the Internet.
2. Reduce the Internet energy consumption for

• running the network, i.e., communicate; that is
referred to as the operational cost;

• producing the network, i.e., build and renew hard-
ware infrastructure; that is the embodied cost.

These two objectives are independent: harvesting and us-
ing sustainable energy is an overarching challenge; all fields
and disciplines must improve in that dimension. However,
the best energy is the one we do not consume. We must
learn to use the energy that the Internet consumes better.

In this paper, we focus on reducing the Internet energy
consumption. Previous works investigated several directions
to achieve this goal, including designing an energy-aware
API for cloud applications [7]; increasing the temperature
in data centers to save on operational costs for cooling [21];
turning off devices to save energy in ISP [13] and datacenter
networks [29]. This paper investigates two other research
directions to save energy, which are often mentioned but have
received surprisingly little concrete attention.

1. Reducing operational costs by using more energy-
efficient routing protocols (§ 2).

2. Reducing embodied costs by keeping network devices
alive longer (§ 3) which—counter-intuitively—might
even improve the overall network reliability!

In this paper, we discuss why we believe these directions
are promising, we sketch our initial thoughts to approach these
problems, and we describe the set of practical challenges we
foresee. In particular, we argue that we must rethink the
codesign of routing protocols, networking hardware, and net-
working software to make the Internet more energy-efficient.
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2 Cutting down operational costs

Almost two decades ago, Gupta and Singh [27] presented a
simple calculation showing that transiting one byte over the
Internet core consumes between 2× and 24× more energy
than if using wireless LAN technology. While this was a
rough estimation, and some numbers are probably outdated,
this ballpark comparison most likely still holds; it might even
be more favorable to wireless nowadays, as energy consump-
tion generally increases with the Ethernet bandwidth.

We are not arguing that the Internet should become all
wireless.2 Instead, we seek to understand what causes the
Internet to be so power-hungry and, most importantly, find
ways to reduce its energy consumption.

2.1 Energy-inefficiencies of the Internet
Today, the energy-inefficiency of the Internet mainly stems
from two facts.

Fact 1 Network devices are “always-on” but largely under-
utilized because (i) ISPs design their network for peak
traffic and (ii) aggressively over-provision to avoid con-
gestion. Operators have reported upgrading links when
utilization reaches as little as 50% [14, 39].

Fact 2 The energy consumed by today’s networking devices
is essentially independent of their load, as illustrated
in Figure 1; i.e., most of the cost comes from powering
on the device (P0), regardless of its utilization.

Based on these observations, a natural idea to improve
energy efficiency is to keep devices off as much as possi-
ble and utilize the remaining ones more while powering on
additional devices or links dynamically to adjust to the traf-
fic demand. There has been some research in that direction,
e.g., [12, 13, 29, 38]; all these works concur that there is po-
tential to save up to 50% of energy (see § 2.3). They also
highlight three practical problems when turning devices on
and off often.

Convergence Turning devices on and off creates instability
and convergence issues in today’s routing protocols and
network systems (e.g., optical signal amplifiers [42]).

Management Deciding which device to power off and when
is a complex optimization problem which is hard to
scale to run in real-time for large networks. Moreover,
it requires accurate monitoring—or predictions—of the
network traffic matrix, which is challenging in itself.

Start-up time Today’s routers take minutes to boot [15, 29]
which makes it unfeasible to power them on quickly
to adjust to the traffic load. These long boot times are
explained partly by the extensive memory testing com-
monly performed by networking devices [18].

2Although a recent work makes a good case for wireless ISPs [10].
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Figure 1: Typical power profile of network hardware. The
largest portion of power consumption comes from powering
on the hardware (P0), which then increases only slightly with
the utilization. For energy efficiency, the “ideal” power profile
is proportional to the utilization. Redrawn from [11].

These are not significant problems as long as the “always-
on” hypothesis holds. The Internet was designed under that as-
sumption; energy efficiency was only a secondary objective, if
at all. Some other networks were designed differently, though:
e.g., networked embedded systems’ main requirement is en-
ergy efficiency, such as to provide long-term operations with
only small batteries—or even without batteries [23].

2.2 Embedded-systems-inspired redesign
What if we redesigned Internet networks by taking inspiration
from embedded systems?

Embedded systems is a field borne and grown with the
mindset of managing energy scarcity. In 1999, the field was
ushered with the vision of the “Smart Dust” [35], a large net-
work of tiny devices embedding a small battery, some sensors,
a solar panel to harvest energy, and a wireless transmitter and
receiver; all that being highly energy-efficient to sustain au-
tonomous operation. Two decades later, technology is getting
ever closer to fulfilling that vision, thanks to:

Progress in hardware e.g., non-volatile memory allows de-
vices to maintain state over powered-off periods.

Progress in software e.g., custom operating systems using
less state, booting efficiently, and featuring multiple
modes of operation to save power.

Progress in protocol design e.g., reliable end-to-end com-
munication over unreliable wireless links.

For wireless embedded systems, the radio is the largest
energy consumer.3 Thus, energy efficiency dictates turning
the radio off for as much as possible—which is somewhat

3 It was historically the case. Things are starting to change with
transceivers getting more and more low-power and the push for more com-
puting at the edge. But the point remains.
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comparable to turning networking devices off (§ 2.1). Low-
power wireless networking became a research field aiming
to communicate efficiently between devices that are often
“off” from the network’s perspective. Many protocols have
been designed, from fully centralized to distributed ones, with
various cost-benefits trade-offs.

The protocol is (or should be) the starting point for an effi-
cient system design, as it defines the resource requirements
(e.g., memory, compute) and the software abstractions needed
to implement it. As system researchers, we are often con-
strained by the existing hardware and software stacks; we
adapt our protocols or algorithms to be implementable on
today’s devices. These constraints fundamentally limit the
achievable performance compared to a clean-slate redesign
of protocol, hardware, and software.

To address the energy challenge in Internet networks, we
argue that we must set these constraints aside for a moment.
Instead of tweaking traditional routing protocols, as attempted
in previous works [12, 27], we argue that improving the In-
ternet energy efficiency is achievable with new protocols—
designed under the assumption that devices will frequently
turn themselves off—by taking inspiration from the vast liter-
ature on networked embedded systems. Naturally, it presents
different design challenges and opportunities since the wire-
less and wireline physical layers are different. These new
protocols will then lay out the practical challenges we must
address on the hardware and software sides (see § 2.4).

2.3 How much is there to gain?

Let us estimate the potential gain of Internet routing redesign.
In a perfect world, network devices could be powered

on/off instantaneously, and running the network at 100% uti-
lization does not result in congestion or packet losses. Under
these assumptions and considering the power model in Fig-
ure 1, we derive and compare the energy consumed by

• running a network at 100% utilization for short periods
and turning all devices off the rest of the time;

• running the network at a baseline utilization U , always.
The potential savings depend on the baseline utilization U ,
as well as the P0/P1 ratio in the power model (see Figure 1).
More precisely, the power draw P(U) is given by

P(U) = P0 +(P1−P0) ·U (1)

and the time taken to transmit B bytes on a link of capacity C
with utilization U is

t(B,C,U) = B/(C ·U) (2)

We can then compute the energy EU and EUmax consumed to
transmit at utilization U and Umax = 1, respectively, and the
resulting energy savings S = (EU −EUmax)/EU .
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Figure 2: Even assuming that powering up a device accounts
for only 50% of its maximum power draw (P0 = 0.5), the
potential energy savings are larger than 50% for baseline
utilizations up to 30%. Eq. (5) with P1 = 1.

EU = P(U) · t(B,C,U)

= B/C · (P0/U +P1−P0) (3)

EUmax = P1 · t(B,C,1)
= P1 ·B/C (4)

⇒ S =
P0 · (1−U)

P0 +(P1−P0) ·U
(5)

Figure 2 shows the savings from Eq. (5) with P1 = 1 and
different values for P0. As expected, the smaller the baseline
utilization, the more potential savings; if traffic demands an
average utilization of 99%, there is little margin to turn de-
vices off. However, given the state of practice in network
capacity planning [14, 39], we rather expect the average uti-
lization in ISP networks today to be in the low tens of percent.
Moreover, the larger P0/P1, the more potential savings; ac-
cording to the literature, we expect this ratio to be at most
0.5 for standard devices [11, 13, 29]. Assuming a baseline
utilization below 30%, this yields ≥ 50% energy savings!

Naturally, this is a rough approximation of the potential
savings, but it provides a useful upper bound of what one can
hope to achieve. It also highlights some practical research
challenges to realize such savings, e.g., fast powering-on/off
times and running the network reliably at high utilization.

2.4 Practical challenges
Given the power profile of today’s network devices (Figure 1),
it is clear that turning them off whenever possible4 has some
potential to reduce the Internet operational costs significantly
(§ 2.3). However, achieving this potential requires reducing
the start-up time of networking devices.

4Or turning off only certain components [13]
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More precisely, to harness the energy benefits without
dramatically increasing delay, we must bring the time for
a device to go from a low-power mode to “ready to forward
traffic” down from the minute scale to the millisecond scale.
We believe this is possible, but it will demand redesigning the
networking hardware, software, and protocols. Here are some
of the directions we are exploring:

Redesign routing protocols
• to be more distributed and cope better with network

nodes switching on/off often;
• to require less state in network devices, hence requiring

less memory;5

• to tolerate transient faults resulting, e.g., of using an
approximate forwarding state.

Redesign networking hardware
• to include non-volatile memory and speed up the state

reconstruction after powering on;
• to improve power proportionality by power-gating pe-

ripherals, using DVFS6, or running RAPL.7 8

Redesign networking software
• to extend wake-on-LAN [6] to networking devices;
• to optimize the boot time of network devices’ OS.

It is an ambitious plan, but the experience of embedded
systems has shown that co-designing hardware, software, and
protocols can push the energy efficiency of the overall system
design very far. We strongly believe that the wireline net-
working community must follow that example and redesign
the Internet to make it more energy-efficient.

3 Cutting down embodied costs

The more we cut down the operational costs, the larger be-
comes the remaining share: i.e., the embodied costs, the
carbon impact due to the manufacturing and disposal of de-
vices. Recent studies argue that 52% of carbon emissions
from laptops are embodied [41]—that is, it costs more to pro-
duce them than to use them. Today, this share is estimated
between 10 and 20% for servers [1, 41]. Concretely, this
means we cannot just count on next-generation hardware to
save energy since the production of these new devices leads
to more emissions that will become increasingly harder to
offset with operational gains.

The solution to reducing the embodied costs is simple:
keep network devices alive longer. Nowadays, many orga-
nizations refresh their networking infrastructure every 3–5
years [32]. These numbers are similar to the refresh cycles of
ICT equipment in the datacenter industry [4].

5E.g., using source-based routing mechanisms as explored in [33]
6Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling
7Running Average Power Limit
8These technologies are now common on servers. Could they be trans-

ferred to networking devices, and how much is there to gain with those?
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Figure 3: Devices failures rates result from three effects: man-
ufacturing defects (burn-in), random failures, and wear-out
(i.e., aging). In reliability engineering, the modeling and analysis of
failure probabilities are often based on the Weibull distribution [5].

A priori, keeping network devices alive longer may seem
like a bad deal as it would lead to networks that are:

Less reliable due to increased failures rates;
Less secure due to the eventual lack of vendor support;
Harder to manage due to increased device diversity.

We argue against this intuition: “older” networks do
not have to compromise on reliability, security, or ease of
management—as long as they are designed and managed with
longevity in mind. We even believe that “older” networks
could perform even better than freshly-deployed ones.

“Older” networks are not necessarily less reliable Perhaps
counter-intuitively, it is well-known in reliability engineering
that new devices often suffer from manufacturing defects early
in their lifetime. As observed by [17]: “The vast majority of
network hardware failures take place within the first 30 days
of installing brand new, out-of-the-box network hardware.”
After this “burn-in” period, the failure rate decreases to reach
a plateau (corresponding to random failures) before rising
again due to aging and wearing. When compounded over the
device lifetime, these three effects lead to so-called “bathtub”
curves [3] (see Figure 3).

“Bathtub” curves explain why renewing devices can de-
crease the reliability of a network, at least provided that the
older devices are not yet worn-out. We believe that the delay
required to observe these high worn-out-induced failure rates
might be considerably longer than 3–5 years. We see two
hints of that: First, network vendors including Cisco [16],
Juniper Networks [34], and HP [30] ensure a 5-year window
between the end-of-sale and the end-of-support. Since devices
are typically sold for several years before reaching end-of-
sale, network devices often have close to a decade of vendor
support. Second, some companies specialize in refurbishing
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network hardware [17]—some even having a lifetime war-
ranty9—suggesting that “old” network equipment is perfectly
functional way-passed its proclaimed obsolescence.

Reasoning about how much “older” can a network device
get before it is time for a change requires instantiating the
model shown in Figure 3 according to device characteristics
and network operation modes (e.g., the average temperature
the device operates in [21]). To the best of our knowledge,
such models are not (yet) well-established in networking. In
particular, we lack measurements of the failure rates over
long periods (years)— [26] is one of few. We believe this is a
worthy goal for the research community to tackle. With such
a model, one can use seasoned methods from reliability engi-
neering to compute the expected MTTF (mean time to failure)
or MTBF (mean time between failures) of devices and devise
a rational plan for hardware maintenance and replacement.

An “older” network is not necessarily less secure The re-
lationship between how old a device is and how secure it is
is unclear and calls for more research. On the one hand, one
could argue that running tried-and-tested equipment instead
of bleeding-edge one can decrease the number of vulnera-
bilities, as new devices often ship with new hardware and
software codebases. On the other hand, maintaining devices
passed their official end-of-life dates means that no one will
patch newly-found vulnerabilities for the old codebases. We
envision two pragmatic solutions to address this:

1. Incentivize network vendors to extend end-of-life policy;
2. Incentivize network operators to rely on “white-box”

equipment and open-source software stacks allowing
anyone to provide support for a given device.

An “older” network is not necessarily harder to manage
We believe that the recent successes in declarative net-
work management—such as configuration verification [8,
22, 24, 36, 40] and synthesis [9, 19, 20]—can quickly miti-
gate the complexity induced by a higher device heterogeneity.
In fact, recent work from Google [25] fully embraces the idea
of mixing different network technology within one datacenter.

Ultimately, the networking community should address the
following questions: When does it make sense to renew net-
working hardware? What are the practical consequences
of operating older devices? When do aging effects appear?
Or course, hardware might also be renewed because more
“powerful” devices are required. However, given the weight
of the embodied costs in networking, it is crucial that the
refresh cycle policies of tomorrow’s networks10 are driven by
rational science and purpose—not marketing.

9www.cxtec.com/hardware/equal2new/lifetime-warranty/
10Taking into account the operational costs of newer versus older devices.

4 Conclusions

Given the global sustainability challenge that humanity is
facing, the energy inefficiency of the Internet appears—more
and more—as unacceptable. In this paper, we discuss two
research directions that have the potential to reduce the
carbon footprint of Internet networks significantly, namely
(i) redesigning routing protocols to save energy by putting
under-utilized devices to sleep (§ 2); (ii) reducing the embod-
ied carbon of hardware by keeping them running longer (§ 3).

Realizing these ideas requires a lot of research, including
redesigning networking hardware and software to be more
energy-efficient; understanding better “where power goes?” in
today’s devices; studying the aging of networking hardware
in different utilization conditions (e.g., How does turning
devices on/off often affects aging?). This is an enormous
effort that the entire networking community must tackle.
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